# Appion - Bug #1151

## how to view a stack is not intuitive

### Description

When stack has been created it is not intuitive how one views the stack I did not know one clicked on start hed, what does that mean?

### History

**#1 - 01/19/2011 01:02 PM - Amber Herold**

I would also like to change the link in the interface to say "view stack images" instead of just "stack.hed"

**#2 - 04/06/2012 11:23 AM - Amber Herold**

- Priority changed from Normal to Low
- Target version changed from Appion/Leginon 2.2.0 to Appion/Leginon Future Version

**#3 - 08/18/2014 05:29 PM - Amber Herold**

- Assignee deleted (Amber Herold)
- Affected Version changed from Appion/Leginon 2.1.0 to Appion/Leginon 2.2.0